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Introduction

・The struggle between the regulation 
by the music industry and the free use 
of music file users

・JASRAC 
(Japanese Society for Rights 
of Authors, Composers and 
Publishers)

・User/Technology Studies
They focus on technologies in their 

"context of use".
(Oudshoorn & Pinch 2003)



• Historical overview of DTM culture in the 
1990s Japan.

• The decline of DTM culture was caused 
by JASRAC (?)

• User's activities related to decline of DTM 
culture.

Introduction



What is DTM?

・DTM : Desk Top Music
It means that composing music as MIDI data
on a personal computer.

・MIDI : Musical Instrument Digital Interface
PCs could link with digital instruments through
MIDI. The composition as a MIDI data on PCs 
was recognaized in the late 1980s. 

Interactions between manufacturers within 
instrumental industry and MIDI users group.
(Theberge 2004)



What is DTM?

・MIDI data's features

・sequence data / sound data

・tone generator module

・by opening the file through MIDI 

sequencer software, listeners could 

find how author create the tracks.

・"ミュージくん / Musi-Kun"

In 1988 Roland released. "DTM" 

was used on its advertisement at 

the first time.



MIDI data in DTM culture

・Circulation of MIDI data and its review

magazin oriented to DTM

BBS (Bullentin Board System) 

the internet

・"MIDI Forum" at NIFTY-Serve

MIDI data was uploaded daily and 

actively reviewed by BBS users.



・Monthly MIDI data list at 

"DTM magazine"

existing song tittles of

Japanese mainstream pops...

ex.) [ X / X JAPAN / 88 ]

・"transcribed-by-ear" data

DTM users distributed data 

while neglecting copyrights.

MIDI data in the DTM culture



MIDI data in the DTM culture

"how to master 

transcribing by ear?"

A serial article at  

"DTM magazine".



・JASRAC started action in 2001.

websites and BBS which uploaded "transcribed" MIDI 

data were forced to pay royalties or shut down.

the space of distribution and the reviews reduced.

this incident is called as JASRAC's "MIDI hunt".

"MIDI hunt"



・Copyright Law chang in 1997
"Right to make transmittable" was included.
so, distribution of "transcribed" MIDI data became illegal.

・NMRC (Network Music Rights Conference)
and JASRAC agreed with the degree of royalty.

The "MIDI hunt" occurred in a process of preparing 
online music distribution business.

"MIDI hunt"



Other causes / User's activities 

①MIDI data of game music

There were many game companies in Japan which did 
not entrust JASRAC with the copyrights of their music.
A part of them admitted to be arraged music by DTM 
users in the beginning 2000s.

Those users transformed into today's game and 
"otaku" music culture like"doujin ongaku" and 
"Hatsune Miku" composers.



Other causes / User's activities 

②independent music distirubtion of MP3

The MP3 began to replace MIDI data as main online 
music distribution format from the late 1990s.
Amateur musicians who composed "original" tracks 
started to change their output to MP3.

They formed the altanative music distribution space 
on the internet.



Other causes / User's activities 

③new businesses arouse from DTM culture

Online Karaoke from the late 1990s and Ringtone 
business from the 2000s both used MIDI data.
Those MIDI data were "transcribed" as part time jobs 
by amateur musicians in DTM culture.

These two businesses became important in the 2000s 
music industry in Japan.



Today's space of online music distribution has 
complex processes which were formed with user's 
activities as I showed through DTM culture's history. 

We can not recognize it as a simple binary of the 
music industry versus users. 

And we have to pay attention to "context of use" 
of particular technology.

Conclusion
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